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STAN WATERMAN AND THE FIRST GREAT WHITE SHARK MOVIE

Stan Waterman is one of the best-known divers in the world. He was one of the
first in everything: dive operation owner, liveaboard captain and the first diver
who filmed a documentary on great white sharks in the open ocean, making him
the first to dive with “Jaws” outside the cage.
“We descended in two cages tethered to the giant whale
carcass… miles offshore in bottomless depths. We viewed a
scene that was stunning… overwhelming to our senses.
Hundreds, maybe a thousand, oceanic white tip sharks and
other dangerous species filled our masks in every direction.” Waterman is still thrilled, explaining the first shark
encounters while filming the great white shark. Stan was
the first filmmaker to swim freely with these sharks in the
open ocean.
Peter Gimbel had conceived the expedition as a cinéma
vérité documentary to locate and film the legendary great
white shark. But at the start of the project, there was an
unscripted change that placed the dive team amidst the chaos of a feeding frenzy, something previously not witnessed
by divers. It was remarkable enough to take in the sight of
the fierce predators from the relative safety of the shark cages.
The sharks were actively feeding and tearing pieces out of the
dead whale with their jaws agape. Blood streams blurred

1969

the water and chunks of blubber and bone hung in the water
column. Then Gimbel made a spontaneous decision to break
every rule imaginable at the time. Stan Waterman recounts,
“When Peter opened the cage door and exited into the feeding sharks, I felt I had to back him up. It was like stepping off
the edge of a precipice. I have never been so scared in my life.
We took up station back-to-back and started filming.”
The movie that launched sharks forever into the public’s
consciousness had begun. Blue Water, White Death was
a reality.
Stan Waterman first met Peter Gimbel in 1964 when he
visited Waterman’s home in Maine to lay out his idea for a
movie based on filming the great white shark. This was, at
the time, generally considered to be both impossible and
insane. Gimbel had experimented with some early shark
models to film blue sharks off the New Jersey coast, but little
memorable footage was obtained and the cages were too
restrictive. Waterman was the established underwater filming

1969
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STAN WATERMAN
Stan Waterman’s career in diving has

world and, with Hans Hass and Jacques-

Hollywood feature movies as The Deep,

two-hour film about his diving career
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called The Man Who Loved Sharks. Stan

he first plunged beneath Maine’s frigid

films earned him international honors as

sequences to life with a new vibrancy.

recently celebrated his 90th birthday

“Hundreds, maybe a thousand, oceanic white tip sharks and
other dangerous species filled our masks in every direction.”

water following his Navy service in World

well as multiple Emmy Awards for his tele-

Waterman has been widely published in

leading a diving expedition, and he is still

Stan Waterman

War II. A uniquely gifted writer and speaker,

vision documentary works. He was spon-

the world’s diving and mainstream press,
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and his 2007 autobiographical book of
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as audiences worldwide for the remark-
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Blue Water, White Death documentary on

tored so many in diving. Together with Hans
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realized that a film by Waterman would

sharks that is still regarded as the defini-

Hass, Stan Waterman epitomizes the most
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Discovery Channel honored him with a
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TV STARS. Hans Hass and
Stan Waterman on German
television in 1978.
CAGE IMPRESSIONS. Peter Gimbel,
Valerie and Ron Taylor and Stan with
their special buoyancy-controlled
shark cages designed for Blue Water,
White Death off South Africa, 1969.
Photo: Cinema Center Films

MOMENT IN TIME. Stan relaxing
with his pipe on a shark film project,
circa 1990.

1969

expert and Gimbel needed him for both his expertise and for
credibility with the production company. He was skeptical at
first, but listened attentively: “The concept was intriguing.
The first larger-than-life-size moving images of that most
feared predator would be the capstone of the production.
Without enough imagination to even wonder how it all
could be accomplished, I enthusiastically applauded the idea
and agreed to sign on as co-director. But I had commitments to other projects and Peter had to raise the money
and convince a Hollywood studio to back the project. He
also had to design an independent cage system with its own
built-in ballast system to allow the dive film crew to control
its ascent and descent in the water column and to hold
position at a desired depth. Five years went by before we
were ready to start.”
Ron and Valerie Taylor, from their remote trips in southern Australia, probably had more experience observing great
whites than any other divers. Gimbel signed them on as well,
but didn’t take their advice about locating in Australia as the
first choice for finding the sharks. Instead, Gimbel opted to
bring his crew to South Africa based on accounts from whaling ships that reported overwhelming sightings of white
sharks. The problem, as the film crew quickly learned, was
that in the parlance of the South Africans, their term
“whites” referred to pelagic oceanic white tip sharks, not the
more grandiose great white sharks that Gimbel had based
his film on.
Stan remembers, “As fate would have it, that communication error provided the most exciting experience in our
entire travels.” Indeed, the sequences filmed of the virtually
uncountable schools of oceanic white tips were simply overwhelming in sheer size, scope, and bravado. The unprecedented action to exit the cages and swim in the feeding
sharks opened the film with such excitement that the middle sections paled in comparison. The images of the divers

banging the aggressive sharks away with their camera housings, wooden sticks, and even their hands, had audiences
glued to their seats in fascination and horror. Diving was a
decidedly macho sport and the footage of the petite, feminine,
blonde Valerie Taylor provided another element of intrigue.
Several days of frenzied continuous action, including even
more first-time daring filming at night while the sharks tore
the whale carcass to bits, left the film’s viewers speechless.
“We were jostled and bumped by the sharks and so busy
pushing them off that we soon drifted apart… loose from the
cages and totally unprotected. We ended up aiming our cameras at each other to catch the action of the divers being
besieged by the sharks even as the sharks were besieging us!
Had even one shark attacked us, there was nothing we could
have done. The first sparring was terrifying… they hit us from
behind, in the head, at our legs, directly at our bodies. We
learned immediately to react with counter-punches to the
sharks’ heads, gills, and sides. At times, it was chaotic mess of
survival instincts. But apparently the abundance of food from
the whale carcass was an easier meal than we were since we
fought back with all vigor!” Stan relates the encounters from
45 years ago without missing a beat. His breathless narration
rocks me back in my seat as I scramble to take notes.
After several weeks off South Africa, Gimbel decided to
relocate the ship into the Indian Ocean, once again based on
bad information. Months of fruitless searching for the great
white ensued until Ron Taylor finally prevailed and convinced Gimbel to go to Dangerous Reef in South Australia.
Local shark expert Rodney Fox, who had survived a near
fatal attack from a great white, was brought in to run the
chumming and baiting from a local vessel. By this time,
the studio had cut back on financial support and Waterman
and Gimbel had both given up guarantees of compensation
unless they could find and film the great white shark.
Fox’s skill and understanding of the habits of the species

RON TAYLOR AND STAN WATERMAN.
Outside the safety of the shark cages
filming feeding oceanic white tip shark
school off South Africa 1969 during the
Blue Water, White Death project.
RIVAL. Stan Waterman in shark cage…
still going strong at nearly 90 years of age.
Photos: Stan Waterman (private), Cinema Center
Films (4)
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FILM FESTIVAL. Ron Taylor filming a great
white shark from the swim platform with
a 16-millimeter camera, South Australia.
Film crew captures first ever underwater
footage of great white sharks during filming
of Blue Water, White Death off Dangerous
Reef, Australia, 1970.
Photos: Ron and Valerie Taylor (2)

SHARK REVIVAL TOUR. A great white
approaches divers in cage off Guadalupe
Island, Mexico, on the special expedition
celebrating Stan Waterman’s 90th birthday.
Photos: Gordon Kipp (3)

produced the sharks and the first footage of the giant, and
nearly mythical “whitey” was captured in the film’s triumphant conclusion. It remains one of the greatest shark films
ever produced and won the Oscar at the 1971 Academy
Awards for Best Documentary.
What’s in a name? There’s something very revealing at
times about peoples’ names. Remember that a huge segment
of our population derived their surnames from their ancestors’ original trades or employment. Just think about how
many people you know whose last names are Cook, Smith,
Carver, Baker, Carpenter, Packer, Singer, Fisher, Driver, and
even Hooker. I even cautiously knew a dentist with the
unfortunate moniker, Dr. Payne, on his business card. Not
exactly the guy you want doing your wisdom teeth. Of
course, it can work the other way… consider the smug satisfaction that dry suit manufacturer DUI founder Dick Long
has enjoyed over the years.
But every now and then, fate hands out a surname that is
simply perfect, that captures the essence of the person who
bears it. I know a guy like that and his name is Waterman.

It’s a safe bet that most folks will have name recognition for
the likes of Jacques-Yves Cousteau or Lloyd Bridges, who
brought television’s diving hero Mike Nelson to life in
Sea Hunt. But for divers, the one person most likely to hit
100 percent on recognition, popular approval, and appreciation scales simultaneously is, of course, none other than diving’s eloquent ambassador, Stan Waterman. It’s also worth
noting that he began diving well before either Cousteau or
Bridges first dipped their faces beneath the ocean. Stan’s
contribution to the popularity and initial recognition of scuba diving is virtually unequaled. He was inspired to start the
first pure diving operation in the Bahamas. Chafing at confinement to one locale, he indulged his passion for diving by
teaching himself the art of motion picture photography and
producing some of diving’s earliest films. His first documentary, 1954’s Water World, set the hook in the young adventurer and he widely toured the US personally narrating the
show to astounded viewers. In 1959 Waterman participated
in the first underwater archaeological expedition to Asia
Minor to film a Bronze Age shipwreck. The resulting film,
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BIG MOUTH. Original poster for
Blue Water, White Death.

3,000 Years Under the Sea, was a hit. His third effort in 1963,
Man Looks to the Sea, won numerous awards including top
honors at the United Kingdom International Film Festival.
Following that success, he packed his entire family off with
him to Polynesia for a year working on a film that became a
National Geographic special. For anyone lucky enough to
catch one of Stan Waterman’s personal appearances, you
undoubtedly came away with a lasting impression of his
wonderful speaking presence and gift for oration. I remember my own feelings after seeing him for the first time over
four decades ago from a distant spot in the audience. It was
like listening to Lincoln or Churchill, but with a better
vocabulary. And Stan talked about diving, my passion, in a
way that no one else could.
Someone once suggested that he was the JacquesYves Cousteau of American diving and was promptly corrected by an observer to note: Cousteau was actually more
like the Stan Waterman of France. It’s a fair statement. In
1992 the Discovery Channel honored him with a featured
two-hour special aptly named The Man Who Loves Sharks.
The September 12, 2005, issue of Sports Illustrated had a profile of Stan reminiscing about his first appearance in the
magazine, on its January 1958 cover. It’s hard to find a serious diver who has not been touched in some way by this
gentle and eloquent man’s creative works.
But Stan is truly in his element when you discover him
through his writings. Throughout his lengthy career, he has
carefully chronicled his underwater rites of passage in a
widely published series of articles, features, anecdotal musings, and interviews. But one film was singularly most
responsible for launching him into the consciousness of
divers and the generally terrified viewing public: the astonishing documentary epic Blue Water, White Death. Released
in theaters in early 1971 after nearly two years in filming, the
movie induced a primal gut reaction for most audiences that
combined horror and fear with fascination. No one before

had ever left the safety of cages to swim in open water with
pelagic sharks. Waterman and his team blew everyone away
by leaving the cages to swim with hundreds of feeding sharks
—at night! The film’s dramatic conclusion, featuring the first
great white shark footage ever presented, left an indelible
impression on millions, and firmly established his reputation. Following the popularity of the movie Jaws, released in
1975, ABC Television latched onto Waterman to film an
American Sportsman segment with author Peter Benchley. A
year later Hollywood came calling to ask him to co-direct
the underwater unit for The Deep.
My own awareness of him began back in January of 1971.
I was working as a diver for the U. S. Navy on a project that
required us to film fast attack submarines as they whizzed
past us underwater at great depths and speeds up to 70 knots.
That alone had been enough to intimidate all but a handful of
the Navy’s elite divers, but it was the lengthy decompressions
in the open ocean following the dives that had left more than
a few battle-hardened veterans with soiled wet suits. It wasn’t
the decompression itself, it was the zealous population of
oceanic white tip sharks that looked on us as so much sushi
that sparked a mass exodus from our project. These pugnacious pelagic sharks were attracted and stimulated by the low
frequency sound transmissions that accompanied the sub
tests, which basically served the same purpose as ringing a
giant underwater dinner bell. It was exciting, frightening,
and more than a bit out of control. Those of us who persevered considered ourselves to be members of a fairly select
team of divers who were certainly showing far more bravado
than anyone else we’d met when it came to shark encounters.
Our macho elitist personas, however, were instantly dashed
when we got a weekend off in February that year and took in
a movie that had just been released called Blue Water, White
Death. In the film’s stunning first half, a stalwart fellow
named Stan Waterman slipped out of his protective cage
along with his team and forever entered the pantheon of div-

ing history as they became the first divers to ever deliberately
swim with hundreds of actively feeding oceanic white tip
sharks. It was enough to make a bunch of semi-fearless Navy
divers wet our collective pants.
Stan, of course, went on to glory in many ways with his
filmmaking, published works and captivating public speaking appearances. Five years after seeing him in Blue Water,
White Death I had the chance to meet him at a location crew
cocktail party during the filming of The Deep in the British
Virgin Islands. While others beat a path to shake hands with
star Robert Shaw or to simply ogle the transcendent beauty
of Jackie Bisset, I maneuvered myself into position to meet
Stan for the first time. From my perspective it was like being
introduced to a rock star or to a sports legend. I shyly proffered a hesitant handshake and was treated to a smile and a
firm grip from my hero. I don’t think any single event in my
diving history came close to that moment, and I still remember it vividly along with the warmth of this stranger who
took some time to chat with his youthful fan.
Stan celebrated his 90th birthday in April of 2013 and still
keeps to a diving and speaking schedule that would daunt
persons the age of his grandchildren. Earlier in October of
2012, a group of Stan’s longtime friends and colleagues got
together for a special expedition to dive with great white
sharks off Guadalupe Island in Mexico. The image of Stan
stepping off into the midst of these apex predators at his age
once again left us in awe.
What’s in a name? I think his ancestors got it right when
they handed down “Waterman” to this iconic diving figure
and steward of our oceans. I am moved to reflect on the wisdom of the wise man that said, “The key to immortality is
living a life worth remembering.”

SHARK WHISPERER. The author (left) meets
Stan Waterman at his home in Maine.

Text: Bret Gilliam
Photos: Stan Waterman (private),
Ron and Valerie Taylor, Gordon Kipp
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